Face recognition aims to establish the identity of a person based on facial characteristics and is a challenging problem due to complex nature of the facial manifold. A wide range of face recognition applications are based on classification techniques and a class label is assigned to the test image that belongs to the unknown class. In this paper, a pose invariant deeply learned multiview 3D face recognition approach is proposed and aims to address two problems: face alignment and face recognition through identification and verification setups. The proposed alignment algorithm is capable of handling frontal as well as profile face images. It employs a nose tip heuristic based pose learning approach to estimate acquisition pose of the face followed by coarse to fine nose tip alignment using L 2 norm minimization. The whole face is then aligned through transformation using knowledge learned from nose tip alignment. 
Introduction
Face recognition is the ability of a biometric system to scan, store, and identify [1] human faces. It has become a fertile field for researchers due to various applications in computer vision and pattern recognition [2] . It has found numerous real-time applications in access control, security, surveillance, criminal identification, fraud detection, and even in human computer interaction [3, 4] based on machine learning algorithms [5] . The advantage of face recognition over other biometric modalities is noninvasive acquisition, social acceptance, and appropriateness for noncooperative scenarios [6] . The term face identification is coined for matching a subject's face template with every face template in the gallery [7] . On the other hand, face verification aims to identify a face template against the claimed identity [8] . The challenging problems of face recognition include Pose, Expression, and Illumination (PIE) variations [9] . Despite the great success made over the past, robust face recognition using 2D intensity images is still a significant challenging problem in the presence of PIE variations [10] . Recently, with the rapid growth of 3D acquisition, imaging, visualization, and reconstruction [11, 12] techniques, 3D shape analysis, and processing such as surface registration and shape retrieval have been extensively studied. 3D shapes make a wide array of new kinds of application possible, e.g., 3D biometrics, 3D medical imaging, 3D remote sensing, virtual reality, augmented reality, and 3D human-machine interaction [13] . As a special application of 3D shape analysis and processing, the key issue of 3D face recognition has also been widely addressed and identified to be much more robust to varying poses and illumination changes [14] . Therefore, pose invariant face recognition using 3D models is proving to be promising especially in case of in-depth pose variations along x-, y-, and z-axis under unconstrained acquisition scenarios of real world [15] . Encouraged by these lines of evidence, many 3D face recognition approaches have been evolved and experimented in the last few years as given in the work of Bowyer et al. [16] and the literature reviews [17] [18] [19] [20] . The existing 3D face recognition approaches can be grouped into holistic, local feature-based, and hybrid domains [20] . Under the holistic paradigm, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [21, 22] , Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [21, 23] , and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [24] are based on subspace learning. Local feature-based methods employ features from local descriptive points, curves, and regions. In point based methods, a curvelet transform based study is proposed in the research work [18] to find salient points on the face images for building multiscale local surfaces. Similarly, facial key points are detected exploiting meshSIFT algorithm in the point based methods [19, 25] . A prominent curve based method employing Riemannian framework is presented in the paper [26] , whereas, the study [27] is a representative region based approach for occlusions and missing data handling problem. Hybrid approaches employ both of holistic and local feature-based methods [28] or combination of 2D and 3D images in the face recognition process [14] .
The most crucial stage in any 3D face recognition algorithm is face alignment and the resulting accuracy primarily depends on the robustness of the alignment module [29] . In alignment phase, facial features are transformed such that they can be reliably matched. A few 3D alignment techniques [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] existing in literature are based on Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [30] , Intrinsic Coordinate System (ICS) [31] , Simulated Annealing (SA) [32] , and Average Face Model (AFM) [29] .
Solutions enabling recognition of subjects captured under arbitrary poses are now attracting an increasing interest. Profile image based face recognition [35] is an example of such a case where left or right profile face images are used in the recognition process. Left profile face (LPF) images are defined as the face images where a subject presents his/her face rotated -90 ∘ (please see Figure 1 (a)), whereas, in right profile face (RPF) images the subject's face is rotated at +90
∘ around the vertical axis in xz plane [36] (Figure 1(b) ). Please note that frontal face (FF) images are captured with subjects facing towards camera at different angles as shown in Figure 1 (c). The face alignment and recognition of LPF, RPF, and FF is a challenging problem in 2D intensity images. In the proposed study, our aim is to present a novel 3D face alignment and recognition algorithm to deal with FF, LPF, and RPF images. For face identification, Multi-View Whole Face (MVWF) images are synthesized to integrate real 3D facial feature information that boosts the face recognition accuracy. Motivated by the intrinsic symmetry of a face [37] (Figure 1 For performance evaluation of the proposed approach, four benchmark databases, namely, GavabDB [36] , Bosphorus [38] , UMB-DB [39] , and FRGC v2.0 [40] , have been used in this study. These databases carry pose and expression variations and are commonly utilized for developing 3D face recognition algorithms. For example, the algorithms presented in state-of-the-art studies [17, [41] [42] [43] employed FRGC v2.0 database while those presented in Refs. [19, 26, 28, [44] [45] [46] are based on both of FRGC v2.0 and GavabDB databases. Similarly, the studies [26, 28, 47] employed GavabDB, Bosphorus, and FRGC v2.0 databases while the study [27] used UMB-DB to evaluate the algorithm. The main contributions and novelty of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
(1) The first contribution of this study is a novel 3D alignment algorithm that can deal with neutral and expressive FF, LPF, and RPF images in face recognition applications. The proposed algorithm differs from the conventional alignment approaches in two aspects: (i) It does not align two face images to each Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 other; rather, it is capable of aligning a standalone probe face image (PFI); and (ii) it employs a nose tip heuristic based pose learning approach. The pose learning approach first estimates acquisition pose of the PFI. Subsequently, an L 2 norm minimization based coarse to fine alignment approach is employed that initially aligns the nose tip of the PFI. This is followed by a transformation step to align the whole facial surface in a single 3D rotation. The proposed algorithm is referred to as pose learning-based coarse to fine (PCF) alignment algorithm in the rest of the study.
(2) The second contribution is a novel deeply learned approach for image analysis with applications in 3D face recognition. (3) Third contribution is (i) the study of the role of pose learning and nose tip alignment in reducing the computational complexity of the PCF alignment algorithm for face recognition applications and (ii) the computational complexity analysis of the d-MVAHFbased face recognition compared to d-MVWF based face recognition for biometric applications.
Rest of the study is organized as follows: Related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 deals with the details of proposed 3D alignment and face recognition algorithm. Experiments and results are given in Section 4, whereas the discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Related Work
For a thorough survey of research in the area of 3D face recognition and applications, the reader is referred to the studies [16, 48] . The related work in the context of both components of the current study, i.e., 3D face alignment and 3D face recognition, is discussed separately.
3D Face Alignment Algorithms.
Review of the existing 3D face alignment algorithms, namely, ICP [30] , ICS [31] , SA [32] , and AFM [29] , is given as follows:
ICP [30, 34] based algorithm aligns two 3D faces by minimizing the distance between them iteratively. Limitations of the ICP include initial course alignment and slow convergence. The drawbacks of ICP technique limit its applicability to only verification setup where the PFI is to be aligned to the claimed identity image only [15] . They become an issue in identification setup where a probe is to be aligned to the whole gallery. The second method, alignment to an ICS [31] , mainly involves localization of landmarks on 3D facial images, comparison of landmarks to corresponding points on ICS, and a transformation phase to finish alignment. The downside of this method includes low accuracy in localization of landmarks, especially for the face images with pose and expression variations. A single alignment event required for a probe to align it to ICS makes this technique appropriate for identification as well as verification scenarios [15] . SA [32] algorithm employs a stochastic technique using a local search based approach and its drawback is excessive time consumption [33] . Similar to ICP, this method is suitable for verification setup only. In AFM [29] based alignment, the AFM is constructed by demarcating and averaging landmarks on the facial images; and the probe image is aligned to AFM only once. This aspect empowers this method to be used as an alignment technique in both of face identification and verification setups [15] . A significant disadvantage of the AFM based method is probe image's less accurate alignment to an AFM due to loss of spatial information involved in averaging process [15] . Another fast and effective face alignment method is proposed in the work of Wang et al. [34] to place each face model to a standard position and orientation. It does not align a probe image to every image in the gallery; therefore, it can be employed for both of face verification and identification efficiently. This alignment method is based on the facial symmetry plane which is determined using PCA and ICP. Based on the normal of the symmetry plane, the nose tip, and nose bridge direction, six degrees of freedom are fixed in a 3D face to obtain a standard alignment posture.
3D Face Recognition Algorithms.
Review of the 3D face recognition methods from the perspective of their role in developing multiview and fusion based face recognition algorithms is presented as follows.
The study [49] proposed to synthesize the various facial variations by utilizing a morphable model that augments the existing training set comprising a single frontal 2D image of each subject. The morphable model face is a vector space representation based parametric model of the faces. In the vector space, any convex combination of shape and texture vectors describes a human face. For a single face image, 3D shape, pose, texture, and illumination, etc., are automatically estimated by the algorithm. The recognition task is realized by measuring the Mahalanobis score between the fitting model and the shape and texture parameters of the models contained in the gallery. The authors performed identification experiments on two publicly available databases, namely, FERET and CMU-PIE, and achieved a recognition rate of 95.9% and 95%, respectively.
The study [50] proposed a 3D face recognition algorithm where PCA based 3D face synthesis approach is employed to generate new faces based on a reference face model. The approach preserves important 3D size information present in the input face and achieves better alignment of facial points using 3D scaling of the generic reference face. The algorithm uses "one minus the cosine of the angles" among the PCA model parameters as the matching score. The experiments were performed using FRGC face database and 92-96% verification rates at 0.001% FAR and rank-1 identification accuracies between 94 and 95% were obtained.
The study [51] proposed a fully automatic face recognition system using multiview 2.5D facial images. The approach employs a feature extractor using the directional maximum, to find the nose tip and pose angle simultaneously. Face images are recognized using ICP based approach corresponding to best located nose tip. The experiments were performed on the MSU and the UND databases obtaining 96.2% and 97% identifications rates, respectively.
The study [34] proposed Collective Shape Difference Classifier (CSDC) based approach using a summed confidence as a similarity measure. The authors computed Signed Shape Difference Map (SSDM) between two aligned 3D faces as a mediate depiction for comparison of facial shapes. They used three types of features, to encode the characteristics and local similarity between them. They constructed three strong classifiers using most discriminative local facial features by boosting and training as weak classifiers. The experiments were carried out on FRGC v2.0 yielding verification rates better than 97.9% at 0.001% FAR and rank-1 recognition rates above 98%.
A study based on fusion of results acquired from several overlapping facial regions is proposed in the paper [15] employing decision level fusion (majority voting). PCA-LDA based method was used for extraction of features, whereas likelihood ratio was used as matching criterion to classify the individual regions. The author conducted experiments using FRGC v2.0 3D database to evaluate efficacy of the algorithm and reported 99% rank-1 recognition rate and 94.6% verification rate at 0.1% FAR, respectively.
Another fusion based study is given in the paper [52] equipped with an approach where match scores of each subject were combined for both of 2D albedo and depth images. Experimental results are reported by employing PCA, LDA, and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) based subspace methods and Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM). Among the experiments, the best results were reported for sum rule based score level fusion. The authors achieved 89% recognition accuracy on a database of 261 subjects.
A recent region based study [27] proposed a method to handle occlusions covering the facial surface, employing two databases containing facial images with realistic occlusions. The authors addressed two problems, namely, missing data handling and occlusions, and improved the classification accuracy at score level using product rule. In the experiments, 100% classification results were obtained for neutral subsets, whereas, in the same study, pose, expression, and occlusion subsets achieved relatively low classification accuracies.
The study [53] proposed a facial recognition system (FRS) which employed fusion of three face classifiers using feature and match score level fusion methods. The features used by classifiers were extracted at facial contours around inner eye corners and the nose tip. The classification task was performed in LDA subspace by using Euclidean distance based 1NN classifier. Experiments were performed on a coregistered 2D-3D image database acquired from 116 subjects, and rank-1 recognition rate of 99.09% was obtained by the authors.
A prominent algorithm based on fusion of 2D and 3D features is proposed in the study [54] which uses PCA, employing canonical correlation analysis (CCA) to learn mapping between a 2D image and its respective 3D scan. The algorithm is capable of classifying a probe image (whether it is 2D or 3D), by matching it to a gallery image, modeled by fusion of 2D and 3D modalities containing features from both sides. The authors performed experiments using a database of 115 subjects which contains neutral and expressive pairs of 2D images and 3D scans. They employed Euclidean distance classifier for the classification and obtained 55% classification accuracy using CCA algorithm alone. Their results were improved to 85% by using CCA-PCA algorithm.
The study [17] is a representative work of region based face recognition methods. The study proposed the use of facial representation based on dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) and six subregions. In this study NN classifier was employed in the classification stage and the authors achieved identification rate of 98.6% for neutral faces on the FRGC v2.0 database. Similarly, verification rate of 99.53% at 0.1% FAR was obtained for neutral faces on the same database.
A recent circular region based study [47] proposed an effective 3D face keypoint detection and matching framework using three principle curvature measures. The local shape of the face around each 3D keypoint was comprehensively described by histograms of the principal curvature measures. Similarity comparison between facial surfaces was established by matching local shape descriptors by sparse representation based reconstruction method and score level fusion. The evaluation of the algorithm was performed on GavabDB, FRGC v2.0, and Bosphorus databases obtaining 100% (neutral subset), 99.6% (neutral subset), and 98.6% (pose subset) recognition rates, respectively.
The proposed study is focused on aligning the PFI employing the PCF alignment algorithm. It targets to enhance classification accuracies using complementary information obtained from d-MVAHF-based features acquired from synthesized MVAHF images. The results obtained from our proposed methodology are better than the state-of-theart studies [17, 19, 27, [41] [42] [43] [44] in terms of all the evaluation criteria employed by these studies.
Materials and Methods
The proposed system consists of face alignment, identification, and verification components implemented through PCF alignment algorithm, d-MVAHF, and d-MVAHF-SVMbased methodologies, respectively. The following sections explain the proposed algorithm in detail.
The Proposed PCF Alignment
Algorithm. An illustration of the PCF alignment algorithm is presented in Figure 2 (a). It employs nose tip heuristic in the pose learning step and aligns the PFI in xz, yz, and xy planes separately. The procedure to determine the nose tip is described in the following paragraphs. 
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Nose Tip Detection Technique.
Nose tip detection is a specific facial feature detection problem in depth images. The study [55] proposed a nose tip detection technique for FF images based on histogram initialization and triangle fitting and obtained a detection rate of 99.43% on FRGC v2.0 database. In contrast to the study [55] , the proposed study marks the nose tip as the nearest captured point from 3D scanner to the face and is used to localize, align, and crop the PFI. Several problems were faced in detecting the nose tip as follows:
One of the problems was incorrect nose tip detection in LPF or RPF images where it was detected on ears or some other facial parts as shown on ear of RPF of subject GavabDB: cara26 derecha and ear of LPF of subject GavabDB: cara26 izquierda in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. In order to handle this problem, the PFI was first classified as FF, LPF, or RPF using a convolutional neural network (CNN), and then nose tip was detected employing three different strategies for each of FF, LPF, or RPF. The CNN was trained for a three-class problem for FF, LPF, or RPF classification task. The PFI was used as input to the CNN which produced an N dimensional vector as the output where N is the number of classes. The CNN architecture was comprised of two convolutional layers followed by batch normalization and max pooling stages. The CNN also included two fully connected layers at the end. The first one contained 1024 units while the second fully connected layer with three units performed as the output layer with the softmax function. The architecture of the CNN for a PFI is shown in Figure 4 . The CNN classifies the PFI of size ℎ × as FF, LPF, or RPF using the final feature vector = { 1 , 2 , . . . ℎ , } computed for the layer . Based on the classification of the PFI, the nose tip is determined as follows:
(1) For FF images, the facial point at the minimum distance from the 3D scanner along z-axis is marked as the nose tip.
(2) For LPF, the facial point having the minimum coordinate value along x-axis (x min ) is defined as the nose tip.
(3) For RPF, the facial point having the maximum coordinate value along x-axis (x max ) is marked as the nose tip.
Another problem of the nose tip detection process was incorrect detection of the nose tip in those subjects which were captured with leaning forward or backward faces. In the leaning forward faces, the nose tip was detected on forehead, whereas, in leaning backward faces, it was detected on chin or lips area (See Figure 3 (c) for subject FRGC v2.0: 04233d510). Similarly, noise scenarios played an adverse role in detecting the nose tip. For example, in some of the face images the z-axis noise occurring in the face acquisition process was marked as the nose tip as shown in Figure 3 (d) for the subject FRGC v2.0: 04217d461. Another such scenario was regarding female subjects where hairs on forehead or spread around their neck or ears were marked as the nose tip as shown in Figure 3 (e) for the subject FRGC v2.0: 04470d297. Such problems were handled by searching the nose tip in an approximate Region of Interest (ROI). The ROI on the already classified FF, LPF, or RPF images was determined by measuring two features: (i) maximum value of depth map histogram and (ii) maximum value of the correlation coefficient of Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC). The former feature was measured using z, -x, and x depth map histograms for each of the FF, LPF, or RPF in the respective order, whereas the latter was measured by correlating the corresponding frontal, left or right oriented nose templates (please see Figures 3(f), 3(g), and 3(h) for subject GavabDB: cara26 frontal2, izquierda, and derecha, respectively) with FF, LPF, or RPF images. The nose templates were randomly selected from ten randomly chosen five male and female subjects each from the GavabDB database on satisfactory experimental results. For measuring the depth map histograms and correlation coefficient values, the PFI was rotated between 40 ∘ and -40 ∘ with a step size of -40 ∘ around x-axis adjusting the y-axis orientation at 40
∘ to -40 ∘ with the same step size resulting into nine facial orientations. The intuition behind this strategy is to search an upright position of the face because for such a position maximum number of depth values accumulate into a single bin of the depth map histogram and the correlation coefficient of the NCC returns maximum value among all nine facial positions. Consequently, the nose tip was correctly detected as the nearest captured point from 3D scanner to the face using an approximate ROI.
The proposed algorithm correctly detected the nose tips of face images from GavabDB, Bosphorus, UMB-DB, and FRGC v2.0 databases including all those cases where the nose Mathematical Problems in Engineering tip was incorrectly detected at forehead, lips, chin, LPF, or RPF as detailed in Figure 5 .
Face Alignment Algorithm.
It was mentioned in the start of this section that the PCF alignment algorithm aligns the PFI in xz, yz, and xy planes separately. The alignment in xz and yz planes employs L 2 norm minimization calculated between the nose tip and the 3D scanner. The alignment in xy plane employs a different strategy based on L 2 norm minimization calculated between the LHF image and flipped RHF image. In order to explain the PCF alignment algorithm in xz and yz planes, the PFI is shown in Figure 6 with three nose tip positions 1, 2, and 3 in both planes separately. Intuitively, it can be observed in Figure 6 that the face image is aligned when the nose tip is set in line with the optic axis of the 3D scanner at position 1. Conversely, when it is not in line with the optic axis of the 3D scanner at position 2 or 3, the face image is not aligned. It can be observed in Figure 6 that L 2 norm at nose tip position 1 is a perpendicular from the nose tip to the 3D scanner, which is not the case at nose tip positions 2 and 3. The perpendicular distance from a point on a line is always the shortest which leads to the conclusion that when PFI is aligned at position 1, the L 2 norm is computed as the minimum and shorter than the corresponding values of L 2 norms at positions 2 and 3. Therefore, alignment of the PFI causes an essential reduction in the L 2 norm computed between the nose tip and the 3D scanner. The L 2 norm between nose tip position 1 (N( 1 , 1 ) ) and the 3D scanner point S( 0 , 0 ) is calculated as given in equation (1) .
Alignment in xz Plane
(1) Pose Learning. First of all, the capture pose of the probe face image is learned to determine whether to rotate it clockwise or anticlockwise to align it at minimum L 2 norm. For this purpose, only the nose tip of the probe face image is rotated clockwise at -1 ∘ and corresponding L 2 norm is measured between nose tip and 3D scanner. For example, a nose tip oriented at -1 ∘ or 30 ∘ is rotated clockwise at -2 ∘ or 29 ∘ , respectively, to measure the L 2 norm. It is notable that a negative angle of rotation (e.g., -2 ∘ ) turns a probe face image (Figure 7 As a result of clockwise rotation, if L 2 norm is decreased (Figure 8(a) ), the probe face image is classified as left oriented face image (LOFI) (Figure 8(c) ). Similarly, if L 2 norm is increased (Figure 8(b) ), the probe face image is classified as right oriented face image (ROFI) as shown in Figure 8(d) . Please note that, rotating the nose tip at 1 ∘ instead of -1 ∘ , a decrease in L 2 norm classifies the probe face image as ROFI, whereas an increase in L 2 norm classifies it as LOFI. In this study we adjust this parameter at -1 ∘ .
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Mathematical Problems in Engineering ∘ to 1 ∘ with a step size of 0.1 ∘ to achieve an accurate final alignment at a minimum L 2 norm. Finally, the whole probe face image is rotated and aligned at an angle corresponding to the alignment of the nose tip. i.e., if the nose tip is aligned at 13 ∘ , then the whole face image is rotated at 13 ∘ and is finally aligned in xz plane.
Alignment in yz Plane
(1) Pose Learning. In yz plane, the capture pose of the probe face image aligned in xz plane is learned at first to align it at a minimum L 2 norm. For this purpose, only nose tip of the probe face image is rotated upwards (clockwise) at -1 ∘ and corresponding L 2 norm is measured. If L 2 norm is decreased (Figure 9(a) ), the probe face image is classified as looking down face image (LDFI) (Figures 9(c) and 9(d) ). On the other hand, if L 2 norm is increased (Figure 9(b) ), it is classified as looking up face image (LUFI) as shown in Figures 9(e) and 9(f). Please note that, rotating the nose tip at 1 ∘ instead of -1 ∘ , a decrease in L 2 norm classifies a probe face image as LUFI, whereas an increase in L 2 norm classifies it as LDFI. In this study we adjust this parameter at -1 ∘ . using the alignment procedure mentioned in coarse alignment phase of xz plane.
(3) Fine Alignment. The nose tip of LUFI or LDFI is rotated in the range of -5 ∘ to 5 ∘ with a step size of 1 ∘ to catch the 0 ∘ position as discussed in fine alignment phase of xz plane. Similarly, in order to align the nose tip at fine level, it is rotated in the range of -1 ∘ to 1 ∘ with a step size of 0.1 ∘ to achieve an accurate final alignment at a minimum L 2 norm. In the end, whole probe face image is rotated at an angle corresponding to the alignment of the nose tip and is finally aligned in yz plane.
Alignment in xy Plane
(1) Coarse Alignment. The PFI is rotated in the range of -5
∘ with a step size of 1 ∘ around z-axis. For each rotation, it is cropped into LHF and RHF images using the nose tip heuristic. The flipped RHF image is shifted along LHF image in xy plane and corresponding L 2 norm is computed for each rotation at pixel values of the same grid position , . In order to rule out the outliers due to z-axis noise, pixel values less than a threshold are considered in the L 2 norm computation as given in equation (2) . The face image is coarsely aligned at an angle corresponding to the minimum value of L 2 norm which represents a good match.
(2) Fine Alignment. The face image is aligned at fine level by rotating it in the range of -1 ∘ to +1 ∘ with a step size of 0.1 ∘ using the procedure described above. The LPF and RPF which come up as LHF and RHF images after alignment in xz and yz planes (see Figures 9(d) and 9(f)) are aligned in xy plane in a similar fashion.
d-MVAHF-Based 3D Face Recognition.
For face recognition, the depth images were preprocessed to deal with noise and gap based artifacts. The sharp spikes presented in depth face images due to the face capture process were removed using median filtering. Finally, the facial holes were filled employing interpolation and facial irregularities were smoothed through low pass filtering at the end. The aligned whole face images were then rotated at 0 ∘ , ±10 ∘ , ±20 ∘ , and ±30
∘ to synthesize MVWF images. Similarly, LHF and RHF images were rotated at 0 ∘ , -10 ∘ , -20 ∘ , and -30 ∘ and 0 ∘ , 10 ∘ , 20 ∘ , and 30 ∘ around y-axis to synthesize MVLHF and MVRHF images, respectively. MVLHF images were flipped and shifted along respective MVRHF images such that they were completely overlapped (flipped MVRHF images can also be shifted along MVLHF images equally). Subsequently, facial depth values on the same grid positions were averaged and complementary facial feature information provided by the nonoverlapping facial regions was retained to obtain more complete global information for each view separately. The outcome of the whole process was a set of four MVAHF images oriented at 0 ∘ , 10 ∘ , 20 ∘ , and 30 ∘ . The motivation behind using MVAHF images instead of MVWF images is as follows: (i) Facial feature information carried by a half face image is similar to that of the flipped other half face image due to intrinsic facial symmetry of the LHF and RHF.
(ii) RHF region is gradually occluded by rotating a whole face image at -10 ∘ , -20 ∘ , and -30 ∘ . Similarly, LHF region is occluded by rotating the whole face image at 10 ∘ , 20 ∘ , and 30
∘ . The occluded face regions poorly contribute in the face recognition process. On the other hand, computational complexity of the system is two-fold. (iii) The multiview 3D information corresponding to MVWF images remains available by combining the facial information obtained from MVLHF and MVRHF images into MVAHF images. (iv) The synthesized MVAHF images provide stable features to evaluate the local variations and also include feature information from occluded facial regions less visible in frontal view images. Figure 10 readily shows the complementary face information through example synthesized MVAHF images employed for improving the face recognition accuracy.
d-MVAHF-Based Face Identification
Algorithm. An overview of the proposed d-MVAHF-based 3D face recognition algorithm is given in Figure 2(b) . To extract d-MVAHF features using dCNN, an MVAHF image of the size ℎ × is processed through a deep network architecture known as AlexNet [56] . A pretrained AlexNet based deep network architecture was selected because of its better performance. AlexNet consists of five convolutional layers represented as C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 followed by three pooling layers denoted by P1, P2, P3, and three fully connected layers indicated by f6, f7, f8. Fully connected layers employ dropouts for regularization. Each convolutional layer is followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU). The AlexNet architecture is graphically represented in Figure 2(b) . The MVAHF-based facial features are extracted using the second to last fully connected layers followed by the normalization process. The output of layer k is a set = { 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , } of MVAHFbased facial features.
The procedure for implementing the proposed approach is outlined as follows: 
(4) The four normalized matching-score matrices corresponding to the four MVAHF images were then fused using score based fusion to produce a combined matching-score matrix as given in equation (4). where represents the weight assigned to the jth MVAHF image using the recognition accuracies obtained from MVAHF images as given in equation (5):
where represents the recognition accuracies of the jth MVAHF image against the gallery. We can use the recognition accuracies in test phase as a given PFI is first converted into MVAHF images oriented at 0 ∘ , 10 ∘ , 20 ∘ , and 30 ∘ . Then, each of the mentioned MVAHF images is classified against the gallery and leads to four recognition accuracies which are subsequently used to compute the weights in equation (5) . This procedure is similar as employed for each of the training images in the training phase. For example, if the recognition accuracies obtained from MVAHF images oriented at 0 ∘ are maximum then the corresponding matching score matrix is assigned the maximum weight. The matching score matrix was again normalized as using the min-max rule as given in equation (3). (5) The normalized matching scores obtained from were utilized in the Softmax layer of the AlexNet to compute the final recognition accuracies. (6) The whole process was repeated to classify MVWF, MVLHF, and MVRHF images.
d-MVAHF-SVM-Based Face Verification Algorithm.
For a binary classification problem such as face verification, SVM aims to employ a hyperplane + = 0 having maximum margins, termed as optimal separating hyper plane (OSH) that separates training vectors of two classes ( 1 , 1 ) , . . . , ( , ) where and {1, −1} in a higher dimensional space. The objective function of the form given in equation (6) is minimized to obtain the OSH with constraints [( . ) + ] ≥ 1 − , ≥ 0 for = 1, . . . , .
where are slack variables used to penalize errors if the data are not linearly separable, and C is the regularization constant. Now sign of the following OSH surface function can be used to classify a test point.
where ≥ 0 are corresponding support vectors Lagrangian multipliers and is determined by above-mentioned optimization problem. In equation (7), is the kernel trick used to transform nonseparable data onto a higher dimensional space where it becomes linearly separable by a hyperplane, is the ith training sample, and is the test sample. It is experimentally observed in this study that radial basis function (RBF) kernel based SVM produces better recognition accuracies than the linear SVM and is of the form given in equation (8) where 2 is spread of RBF.
The proposed face verification algorithm employs d-MVAHF-SVM-based classification approach using two neutral face images of each subject. In order to train the SVM, MahCos scores were computed between four d-MVAHF feature vectors of each image extracted using AlexNet as shown in Figure 2(b) . MahCos score between two vectors s and t of image space is defined as the Cosine score calculated in the Mahalanobis space, as given in equations (9) and (10) [57] .
where = / , = / and is standard deviation of ith dimension. In this case, higher similarity yields higher score. Thus, the actual MahCos score is computed as given in equation (10) . 
Results
The objective of this component of the study is to investigate the performance of proposed face alignment and recognition algorithm. Four databases, namely, GavabDB, Bosphorus, UMB-DB, and FRGC v2.0, are employed in the experiments. On each of these databases, face alignment, identification, and verification experiments are conducted to implement the proposed methodology. In the face identification and verification experiments the performance is reported as rank-1 identification rate and verification rate at 0.1% false accept rate (FAR) in the respective order. The considered 3D face databases, GavabDB [36] , Bosphorus [38] , UMB-DB [39] , and FRGC v2.0 [40] , are reviewed in the following section along with description of the experiments and results.
3D Face Databases
GavabDB Database. The GavabDB [36] database contains 549 3D facial images acquired using Minolta VI-700 laser sensor, from 45 male and 16 female Caucasian subjects. Each subject is acquired 9 times under various facial expressions and large pose variations. The database contains six neutral images for each subject among which two, named "carai frontal1" and "carai frontal2," are captured under frontal view. Another two are taken where a subject is looking up or down at angles +35 ∘ or -35 ∘ named "carai arriba" and "carai abajo," respectively. Remaining two neutral images are scanned from right or left side at angles +90 ∘ or -90 ∘ , respectively, which are named "carai derecha" and "carai izquierda," respectively. The three nonneutral images "carai gesto," "carai risa," and "carai sonrisa" present a random gesture chosen by the subjects, accentuated laugh, and a smile, respectively. The GavabDB database carries several types of facial variations including variations in pose, expressions, occlusions, and resolution.
The Bosphorus Database. The Bosphorus database [38] is a multipose 3D face database constructed to enable testing of realistic and extreme pose variations, expression variations, and typical occlusions that may occur in real life. Each subject is captured with approximately 13 poses, 34 expressions (such as happiness, sadness, and surprise), and 4 occlusions. The database contains a total of 4666 scans collected from 61 male and 44 female subjects, including 29 professional actors/actresses. The 3D scans were acquired using Inspeck Mega Capturor II 3D and processed to remove holes and spikes and to crop the facial area.
UMB-DB Database. The UMB-DB database [39] is composed of 1473 3D depth images of 142 [27] subjects including 98 male and 45 female subjects, mostly in the age range of 19 to 50 years. Almost all of the acquired subjects are Caucasian with a few exceptions. Each subject is included with a minimum of three neutral, nonneutral (angry, smiling, and bored), and occluded acquisitions, with a size of 480×640. The Minolta Vivid 900 laser scanner is used to capture 2D and 3D images simultaneously. Face images have been captured in several indoor locations with uncontrolled lighting conditions. The database is released without any processing such as noise reduction or hole filling.
FRGC v2.0 Database. FRGC v2.0 3D database [40] is a publically available license based database. It supports 6 experiments among which our study is focused on Experiment 3, designed for 3D shape and texture analysis. The face scans are acquired at varying lengths from the scanner with variable resolution, frontal view, and minimal pose variations by a Minolta Vivid 900/910 series sensor. The scans are available in the form of four matrices of the size 480 x 640. The matrices represent x, y, z coordinates of faces and a binary representation showing valid points of the x, y, z matrices (whereas z is the facial distance from the scanner). The database contains male and female subjects aged 18 years and above. About sixty percent of the subjects carry neutral expressions, and others carry expressions of happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, and inflated cheeks. Some of the subjects carry occlusions (such as hair, spikes, and holes on face), but none of them is wearing glasses [58] .
Face Alignment Experiments.
Using the proposed PCF algorithm, alignment experiments are performed on GavabDB, Bosphorus, UMB-DB, and FRGC v2.0 databases to align the faces at the minimum L 2 norm between nose tip and 3D scanner. In order to evaluate the alignment accuracy of face images, there is no existing evaluation criterion. One method that can be employed is human judgment but human judgment method is not automatic. Therefore, L 2 norm minimization evaluation method is employed in this Unaligned GavabDB Unaligned Bosphorus Unaligned UMB-DB Unaligned FRGC v2.0 Aligned Figure 11 : PCF algorithm based minimized L 2 norms shown for five subjects after alignment. study. It is observed in the experiments that the results of the L 2 norm minimization evaluation method and manual judgment are quite similar and that the mentioned method is a promising automatic criterion to check alignment accuracy. The minimized and normalized L 2 norms for five unaligned images of subjects GavabDB: cara1 gesto to cara2 abajo, Bosphorus: bs000 E DISGUST 0 to bs000 E SURPRISE 0, UMB-DB: 000006 0190 F BO F to 000012 0024 M AN F and FRGC v2.0: 04203d436 to 04203d444 are shown in Figure 11 . Figure 12 depicts example, original, as well as aligned face images from GavabDB: cara1 (a) abajo (b) arriba (c) frontal1 (d) frontal2 (e) derecha (f) izquierda (g) gesto (h) risa (i) sonrisa, Bosphorus: (j) bs017 E DISGUST 0 (k) bs001 E ANGER 0 (l) bs000 YR R20 0, UMB-DB: (m) 001409 0002 M NE F (n) 001433 0010 M BO F (o) 001355 0001 M AN F, and FRGC v2.0: (p) 04217d399 (q) 04482d418 (r) 04387d322, respectively. The proposed PCF alignment algorithm accurately aligned and minimized L 2 norms of 99.82%, 100% (nonoccluded), 100%, and 99.95% subjects from GavabDB, Bosphorus, UMB-DB, and FRGC v2.0 databases, respectively.
Face Recognition Experiments.
The protocols and results of face recognition experiments are given using four databases as follows:
Experiments on GavabDB Database
(1) For the identification setup, experimental protocol of [46] is considered to perform N vs. N experiments using d-MVWF, d-MVLHF, d-MVRHF, and d-MVAHF images. According to the mentioned protocol, the image "frontal1" belonging to each of 61 subjects is enrolled in the gallery, whereas the images "frontal2," rotated looking down and rotated looking up are used as probe sets. (2) For identification of profile face images, this study employs d-MVLPF and d-MVRPF images for each of the 61 subjects.
(3) For evaluation of face verification algorithm, the protocol used in the study [44] is followed where "frontal1" image of each subject is enrolled in the gallery to follow the experimental protocol mentioned for this database and the image "frontal2" is used as probe. Referring to Section 3.2.2, two neutral images per subject are used to calculate d-MVWF, d-MVLHF, d-MVRHF, and d-MVAHF-based training scores for SVM classifier in the training phase. Therefore, the neutral image "abajo" is included as second image along with "frontal1" of the gallery for computing pairwise training scores, whereas "frontal2" and "frontal1" are used for pairwise probe score calculation for N vs. N verification experiments. The face identification and verification performance of the proposed methodology for N vs. N experiments is given in Table 2 .
Experiments on Bosphorus
Database. Using Bosphorus database, the proposed d-MVAHF identification algorithm is evaluated by performing N vs. N experiments on d-MVWF, d-MVLHF, d-MVRHF, and d-MVAHF images using experimental protocol of the study [27] . In the mentioned protocol the gallery set consists of first neutral scan of each subject (105 scans), whereas the probe set is created using the remaining 194 neutral scans and the challenging pose scans in separate experiments. The performance of the proposed identification approach is given in Table 3 .
Experiments on UMB-DB Database.
For evaluation of the proposed d-MVAHF identification algorithm, we employ the experimental protocol of the study [27] to create the N. vs. N. experiments using d-MVWF, d-MVLHF, d-MVRHF, and d-MVAHF images where the gallery set is comprised of one neutral scan per subject (142 scans) and the probe set contains all remaining neutral scans (299 scans). The performance of our proposed methodology is given in Table 3 .
Experiments on FRGC v2.0 Database
(1) For evaluation of face identification algorithm, experimental protocol of the study [41] is employed for N vs. N experiments using d-MVWF, d-MVLHF, d-MVRHF, and d-MVAHF images from FRGC v2.0 database which contains 2469 neutral images [41] . In these experiments, probe set is created using 2003 neutral images, whereas first neutral image of each of the 466 subjects is enrolled in the gallery. .0 database comprises 370 such subjects that have at least two neutral images [45] . Therefore, two images per subject (740 images) are included in the gallery to calculate SVM training scores. In case of the subjects that have more than two neutral images, the first two of the stored neutral images are contained in the gallery. All the remaining neutral face images are used as probe set. The performance of the proposed identification and verification algorithms is given by cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curves in Figure 13 (a) and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves in Figure 13 (b).
Computational Complexity Analysis.
Computational complexity analysis of the proposed algorithm is given in terms of Big-notation as follows.
(1) The computational complexity of the proposed PCF alignment algorithm is of the order of ( ), where represents total number of facial depth points in the point cloud.
(2) For d-MVAHF-based face identification, the total time complexity of AlexNet is calculated in terms of all of its convolutional layers as
Here, represents the number of convolutional layers, −1 is the number of input channels of the ℎ layer, is the number of filters of the ℎ layer, is the spatial size of the filters, and denotes the size of the output feature map.
(3) For the d-MVAHF-SVM-based face verification setup, the computational complexity involves complexity of the AlexNet mentioned above along with complexity of the SVM classifier which is of the order of log( ). The computational complexity analysis shows that the feature extraction stage using AlexNet is computationally the most demanding and expensive stage of the proposed face identification and verification algorithms.
(4) The experiments were performed on a P4 computer with an Intel core i7 1.8Ghz CPU and 8GB of RAM. The computational complexity in terms of computation time is shown in Table 4 . The time computed after feature extraction by the Alexnet with its own classifier in face identification is higher compared to using SVM classifier in classification phase for face verification. This is because Alexnet classifier generates the complex decision boundaries in the feature space for classification. On the other hand, SVM only takes into account the global matching scores resulting into lower computation time.
Comparison with Existing
Algorithms. The performance of the proposed approach is compared with the existing stateof-the-art earlier studies in the following.
GavabDB. Referring to Table 5 , the study [26] proposed a Riemannian framework based face recognition approach to analyze facial shapes using radial curves emanating from the nose tip. The study [28] reported face recognition results employing multiscale extended Local Binary Pattern descriptors and a hybrid matching method using local features. The study [44] proposed a face recognition approach using 3D keypoint extraction and sparse comparison based similarity evaluation. The algorithm proposed in the study [46] encoded different types of facial features and modalities into a compact representation using covariance based descriptors where face recognition was performed using a geodesic distance based approach. The study [47] presented a 3D face keypoint detection and matching approach based on principle curvatures. In this study matching was performed using local shape descriptors, sparse representation based reconstruction method, and score level fusion. The approach proposed in Ref. [59] employed 3D binary ridge images along with principal maximum curvature and ICP based matching. The study [60] proposed a sparse representation based framework for face recognition using low level geometric features.
Bosphorus. The approach presented in the study [27] reported face recognition accuracies employing facial 98.4 [44] 96.7 [44] 93.4 [44] 81.9 [44] 82.3 [59] 100 [27] 81.6 [61] 45.7 [61] 88.6 [61] 98.7
[27] 100 [46] 98.4 [46] 99.2 [46] 86.9 [26] 70.5 [26] 95.1 [60] 100 [62] 84.1 [62] 47.1 [62] 91.1 [62] 98 [39] 100 [47] 100 [47] 98.4 [47] 93.4 [28] 78. depth information and ICP algorithm and the study [47] is mentioned in above paragraph. The face recognition methodology given in the paper [61] extracted local descriptors to perform matching according to differential surface measurements. The study [62] employed surface differential measurement based keypoint descriptors to perform face recognition using multitask sparse representation based fine-grained matching algorithm. The study [63] proposed to fit 3D deformable model to unseen PFIs for face recognition.
UMB-DB. The study [27] is discussed in above paragraph whereas the recognition accuracies reported in the paper [39] are based on an approach employing PCA.
FRGC v2.0. Referring to Table 6 , the study [17] is focused on using DT-CWT and LDA based face recognition approach. The study [41] proposed to employ isogeodesic stripes and 3D weighted walkthrough (3DWW) descriptors in the face recognition process. The methodology proposed in the study [42] integrated global and local geometric cues for face recognition employing Euclidean distance based classifier. Finally, the study [43] proposed a local features based resolution invariant approach to classify scale space extrema using SVM classifier, whereas the studies [47, 62, 63] are discussed with approaches presented in Table 5 . The proposed d-MVAHFbased 3D face recognition approach has yielded better results than the existing state-of-the-art studies given in Tables 5 and  6 .
Discussion
The proposed study covers the problem of 3D face alignment and face recognition with applications in identification and verification scenarios. The former employs PCF approach while the latter is based on d-MVAHF images. The performance of these two algorithms is discussed separately.
PCF Alignment Algorithm
(1) The proposed PCF alignment algorithm achieved 99.82% and 99.95% alignment accuracy on GavabDB and FRGC v2.0 databases, respectively. Similarly, an accuracy rate of 100% was obtained on nonoccluded subsets of Bosphorus and UMB-DB databases each. The nose tip was not detectable for one subject in GavabDB database and two subjects in FRGC v2.0 database; else the accuracy of the proposed alignment algorithm would have been 100% for each of these databases. The excellent level of accuracies is attributed to the fine alignment performed at a step size of 0.1 ∘ .
(2) The proposed alignment algorithm is very effective for face recognition applications because it rotates the nose tip in correct direction to save computational cost. This rotation in correct direction is because of pose learning aspect of the proposed approach. e.g., pose learning of a LOFI or LUFI correctly dictates the 
d-MVAHF-Based 3D Face Recognition
(1) The proposed d-MVAHF-based 3D face recognition approach obtained rank-1 identification rates of 100%, 100%, 98.4%, 95.1%, and 83.6% for FF, rotated looking up, rotated looking down, LPF, and RPF subsets of GavabDB database, respectively. Using Bosphorus database, rank-1 identification rates of 100%, 95.4%, 87.1%, and 96% were obtained for FF, YR < 90 ∘ , YR = 90 ∘ , and overall experiments. Similarly, rank-1 identification rate of 99.3% was obtained for FF experiment on UMB-DB database, whereas rank-1 identification rate of 99.8% was achieved using FRGC v2.0 database. The proposed d-MVAHF-SVM-based face verification approach achieved a verification rate of 100% and 99.57% at 0.1% FAR for FF experiments using GavabDB and FRGC v2.0 databases, respectively. The improved identification and verification rates of the proposed study compared to the studies [17, 26-28, 39, 41-44, 46, 47, 61-63] and [17, 41-43, 59, 60] , respectively, are attributed to d-MVAHFbased approach, whereas the mentioned studies neither used deep learning nor employed multiview approach.
(2) Using d-MVAHF images, recognition accuracies equivalent to that of d-MVWF images were achieved at a reduced computational cost of 71%. This is because d-MVWF-based approach employed seven synthesized whole face images of a subject oriented at 0 ∘ , ±10 ∘ , ±20 ∘ , and ±30 ∘ . On the other hand, d-MVAHF-based approach integrated 3D facial information of seven MVWF images into four MVAHF images oriented at 0 ∘ , 10 ∘ , 20 ∘ , and 30 ∘ which is equivalent to using two whole face images.
(3) Comparative evaluation was also performed employing d-MVLHF and d-MVRHF based face identification and verification approaches. For d-MVLHF based approach, the identification accuracies of FF, rotated looking up, and rotated looking down experiments and verification accuracies were decreased by 1.63%, 3.41%, 1.76%, and 3.41%, respectively, using GavabDB database. For d-MVRHF based approach the mentioned accuracies were decreased by 3.41%, 1.63%, 3.47%, and 1.63%, respectively. For FF, YR < 90 ∘ , and overall experiments of Bosphorus database, the d-MVLHF, and d-MVRHF based identification accuracies were decreased by 1.94%, 0.95%, and 1.16% and 1.01%, 1.38%, and 1.69%, respectively. Similarly, the d-MVLHF and d-MVRHF based identification accuracies on UMB-DB database were decreased by 2.16% and 1.43%, respectively, for FF experiment. For the same experiment on FRGC v2.0 database, the d-MVLHF and d-MVRHF based identification rates were reduced by 1.94% and 3.1%, whereas, the verification rates were reduced by 2.05% and 3.32%, respectively. The reduction in recognition accuracies is because of noise, or motion artifacts introduced at the time of face image acquisition.
(4) Weight assignment strategy enhanced unweighted rank-1 identification rates by 3.56%, 3.24%, 3.45%, and 3.41% in the experiments performed on GavabDB, Bosphorus, UMB-DB, and FRGC v2.0 databases, respectively. This enhancement is because of assigning more weights to better performing MVAHF images (please see equation (5)).
(5) Experimental results suggest that integration of the knowledge learned from MVWF images into d-MVAHF images boosts the face recognition accuracies. This is attributed to the fact that multiview face images provide more facial feature information for classification than the case of single view facial features.
(6) Experimental results of the PCF alignment and d-MVAHF-based 3D face recognition algorithms are comparable in all four employed databases. These databases contain several types of variations such as gender, pose, age, noise, and resolution variations (Section 4.1). This indicates that the proposed methodology is capable of aligning and classifying subjects captured with several mentioned variations.
